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Abstract Assigning categories to objects allows the mind

to code experience by concepts, thus easing the burden in

perceptual, storage, and reasoning processes. Moreover,

maximal efficiency of cognitive resources is attained with

categories that best mirror the structure of the perceived

world. In this work, we will explore how taxonomies could

be represented in the brain, and their application in learning

and recall. In a recent work, Sacramento and Wichert (in

Neural Netw 24(2):143–147, 2011) proposed a hierarchical

arrangement of compressed associative networks, improv-

ing retrieval time by allowing irrelevant neurons to be

pruned early. We present an extension to this model where

superordinate concepts are encoded in these compressed

networks. Memory traces are stored in an uncompressed

network, and each additional network codes for a taxo-

nomical rank. Retrieval is progressive, presenting increas-

ingly specific superordinate concepts. The semantic and

technical aspects of the model are investigated in two

studies: wine classification and random correlated data.

Keywords Categorization � Taxonomical structure �
Hierarchical clustering � Associative memory �
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Introduction

The significance of categorization in the cognitive sciences

has been most elegantly expressed by Stevan Harnad: ‘‘to

cognize is to categorize: cognition is categorization’’[2].

The ability to sort out the objects and events we perceive

into categories allows us to efficiently use our limited cog-

nitive resources. Categorization simplifies mental life by

reducing a plethora of objects to a manageable number of

concepts (i.e., mental representations of categories). This is

best achieved by categories that closely map the highly

correlated structure of the environment, thus maximizing the

ratio of information gain versus cognitive effort [3].

Psychologists have noted that classification systems of

natural kinds are commonly used across cultures and tend to

exhibit hierarchical taxonomy-like structure [4]. The quest for

a better understanding of the nature of knowledge organiza-

tion in the mind has also been explored in the experimental

realm, namely through lesion and neuroimaging studies

aiming to identify brain regions involved in processing tax-

onomic categories. Studies of brain-damaged patients with

category-specific deficits [5, 6] credit the notion of distinct

domain-specific neural correlates for distinct conceptual

categories. This view finds further support in functional

imaging studies [7, 8], presenting the activation of distinct

neural regions for natural kinds versus artifacts. Beyond the

animate/inanimate divide (which might be evolutionary

motivated), further evidence has been presented for neural

correlates of taxonomical organization [9], showing category-

related activation of different cortical regions for a set of

arbitrary categories (chairs, faces, and houses).

Inspired by these behavioral and biophysical insights,

we speculate on an organizational model of cell assemblies

which accounts for the coding of epistemic information.

Hierarchical Organization of Memory

Recent computational studies have shown that a hierar-

chical tree-like organization of associative memories can

accelerate memory retrieval [1, 10]. In this model, memory
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traces are distributed across a hierarchy of Willshaw

associative networks [11], which are successive approxi-

mations of one another. The hierarchical arrangement

allows for an early and progressive filtering of the relevant

neurons, thus improving retrieval time in computer

implementations or the energy requirements of fully par-

allel memory circuitry such as hippocampal networks.

This hierarchical setup motivated the following ques-

tion: Could these approximate versions of memory traces

encode concepts at higher taxonomical levels? In pursuit of

this intuition, we set out to investigate how could a simple

yet biologically well-grounded memory model [11–14]

encode taxonomical information in a hierarchical fashion.

We developed an extension to the aforementioned

model where learning and retrieval are aided by a taxon-

omy. This taxonomy is built by a computational method

that successively groups pairs of similar elements into

categories. Each rank of the taxonomy directly relates to an

associative network that codes the categories at that rank.

The retrieval process consists of sequentially querying

each network while progressively filtering neurons. Hops

from one network to another equate to traveling down a

path of linked categories from the most abstract category

(i.e., most compressed network) to the most specific, the

last layer containing accurate (uncompressed) versions of

learned elements. Retrieval is progressive, presenting

descriptions of superordinate concepts for the recalled

element at every taxonomical rank.

This new taxonomical associative memory is studied in

two settings. First, we apply it to the domain of wine

classification in order to test its semantic capability.

Additionally, random datasets are employed to gather

empirical insight into technical aspects, namely computa-

tional trade-offs regarding retrieval speedup, error reduc-

tion, and storage capacity.

Concepts and Categories

Since Aristotle [15, pp. 6, 19, 120] philosophic tradition

favors the use of explicit definitions to ascertain the

meaning of words and the categorization of kinds [16], this

definitional approach also known as the classical view of

concepts [17] requires that every concept be mentally

represented by a definition composed by necessary and

jointly sufficient conditions for category membership. This

legacy was evident in earlier psychological approaches to

categorization. However, since then, multiple methods

were developed (e.g., based on prototypes, exemplars, or

rules).

Human categorization can be applied to different kinds

of objects and studied in diverse situations (e.g., shape is

important for visual categorization tasks) and is influenced

by context (e.g., the object ‘‘apple’’ may be categorized as

‘‘fruit’’ or as ‘‘computer company’’). The means by which

we categorize differ by kind [18]. Therefore, it is important

to choose which kinds and tasks to focus. In cultures

around the world, usage of classification systems for live

organisms (i.e., fauna and flora) and man-made objects is

common; moreover, these two domains (also known as

natural and artifact kinds) are frequent in cognitive studies

of categorization. Our work shall focus the verbal catego-

rization task regarding natural and artificial kinds.

To categorize something is to consider it belongs to a

group of things. The act of thinking of an object as an

instance of a class is a convenient trick, for one needs not

to know about every wine in existence to have some idea of

what is a red or a white wine. In essence, the mind works

with concepts, mental representations of categories, instead

of dealing with the details of every object. For instance, if

one has for dinner a ribeye steak with a glass of Cabernet,

and finds such combination pleasant, one may simply

record such event as another case of ‘‘red wine goes well

with meat’’.

Similarity

The downfall of the classical view of categorization came

about from both empirical problems and theoretical argu-

ments (for a detailed review see [16]). Following Eleanor

Rosch’s influential studies [19] during the 1970s, the

scholarly consensus regarding categorization followed a

paradigm of featural representation and similarity assess-

ments. Unlike the clear-cut Aristotelian categories, simi-

larity-based category systems allow for a degree of

fuzziness which better fits human reasoning.

Category systems tend to maximize similarity among

elements of a category and minimize similarity among

elements of contrasting categories [3]. To allow the

matching of objects and categories, a mental representation

of both is necessary. For categories, concepts can be

formed to represent them by combining those features most

common among category members. Categorization can

thus be expressed as an assessment of how similar the

mental representation of an item is to a concept [20].

Considering that objects can be described by a set of

discrete features [21, 22], similarity among two objects is

defined as an increasing function of their shared features

and a decreasing function of their distinct features [23].

Tversky’s contrast model [20, 22] is a featural measure of

similarity that satisfies the aforementioned conditions.

According to this model, the similarity between items

a and b is a function S of their respective feature-sets A and

B given by
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SðA;BÞ ¼ c � /ðA \ BÞ � a � /ðA� BÞ
� b � /ðB� AÞ;

ð1Þ

where the minus symbol denotes the set difference opera-

tion. The term A \ B designates the shared features of both

items, while A - B and B - A represent the distinct fea-

tures of items a and b, respectively. Function /ðSÞ mea-

sures the salience of each component in a feature-set S;

producing a weighted sum of these features. A theory of

salience is outside the scope of the contrast model. None-

theless, note that such theory should account for the

intensity of features, as well as their ability to differentiate

among relevant objects [20].

The contribution of each term is given by the weight

factors expressed by c, a and b. Tuning these affects how

sensitive the model is to shared versus distinct features.

These factors also convey properties of the model, like the

asymmetry of similarity ratings, that is, with equally salient

features, S(A, B) \ S(B, A) as long as a[ b ^ |A| [ |B|.

Tversky also proposed a ratio model where similarity is

normalized so that S 2 ½0; 1�;

SðA;BÞ ¼ /ðA \ BÞ
/ðA \ BÞ þ a � /ðA� BÞ þ b � /ðB� AÞ ; ð2Þ

with a, b C 0. The ratio model generalizes various set

theoretical approaches proposed in earlier literature on

similarity. Variations can be specified by tuning the

parameters (e.g., a, b = 1; a, b = 1/2; a = 1 ^ b = 0).

Next, we will look into how the contrast and ratio

models can be applied to the task of discerning an ordering

of typicality among category members.

Typicality

An item is judged as typical if it is representative of its

category. For instance, while a penguin is a bird, a robin is

a more typical bird. Typical items tend to possess features

which are common to other category members, while

atypical items tend to share features with contrast catego-

ries [24]. Typicality ratings predict how easily people

perform in a verbal categorization task: people take longer

to categorize atypical elements than typical ones [25].

These effects can be accounted for as a measure of item-

concept similarity using a simplified version of the contrast

model. Let features be equally salient (i.e., /(X) simply

counts elements of a feature-set X), common and distinctive

features weight equally (i.e., c, a = 1) and features distinct

to the item are disregarded (b = 0). The similarity of fea-

ture-set B (representing item b) to a concept C is given by

SðC;BÞ ¼ jC \ Bj � jC� Bj: ð3Þ

For different items b1 and b2 belonging to category C; b1

is more typical than b2 as long as jC \ B1j[ jC \ B2j; that

is, b1 shares more prototypical features. The difference in

categorizing typical and atypical items in terms of speed

can be related to how the similarity assessment is

computed. Assuming a given threshold of similarity must

be attained to categorize an item, and considering that

cognitive effort (i.e., time 9 resources) is spent in

evaluating matching and distinctive features, a higher

ratio of matching features to distinctive features represents

a higher probability of early termination.

While Eq. 3 accounts for differing ratings of typicality

among members of a category, it does not apply for the

task of deciding to which category an object belongs. For

such a decision, contrasting categories must be factored in.

A sensible approach [26] is to select the highest similarity

rating of an item to various concepts. To achieve this, the

feature-set counts should be normalized by the number of

prototypal features of category C expressed as jCj;

SðC;BÞ ¼ jC \ Bj
jCj �

jC� Bj
jCj

¼ 2

jCj � jC \ Bj � 1 2 ½�1; 1�:
ð4Þ

A more generic metric that was suggested for this task

consists of a ratio between the similarity of an item to a

target category and its similarity to all alternative

categories. [20, 27]

Alternatives to Similarity

While elements of featural categories are similar by their

shared properties, members of a relational category share a

common relational structure (e.g., for X to be a bridge, X

must connect two other entities) [28].

Categorization approaches based on rules (also referred

to as relations or theories) are more resource intensive than

their featural counterpart. Learning of relational categories

requires more attributes to be processed than learning

featural categories [29]. While relational reasoning is

flexible and powerful, it lacks the cognitive efficiency of

the simpler featural approach. Neuropsychological and

neuroimaging studies [30] present evidence for the exis-

tence of both featural and rule-based categorization sys-

tems based on distinct memory systems. Rule-based

categorization tasks activate brain areas associated with a

working memory system, whereas tasks requiring similar-

ity assessments between an item and a concept (via pro-

totypes and exemplars) are associated with an explicit

long-term memory system.

Recent work [31] comparing featural and relational

categorization suggests these processes may actually work

together. By encoding useful relations as new basic fea-

tures, common relations could be readily identified without

stressing cognitive resources [32]. Conversely, these new
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features could serve as input to the discovery of new

relations capable of differentiating among objects.

Taxonomical Structures

Across cultures, classification systems of natural kinds

have been found to possess hierarchical structure [4]. A

taxonomy is a hierarchical classification system, composed

as a tree-like arrangement of categories, which are related

to one another by means of class inclusion. Categories

higher in the hierarchy are said to be superordinate relative

to those beneath them, whereas those lower in the hierar-

chy are said to be subordinate relative to those above them.

With the exception of the highest level category, each

category within a taxonomy is included in a superordinate

category [33].

Hierarchical category systems are said to possess a

vertical and an horizontal dimension [3]. Along a vertical

dimension, categories vary according to their level of

inclusiveness, from the most abstract (e.g., animal) to the

most specific (e.g., cf. Fig. 1, animal! mammal! dog!
bulldog). At a given level of abstraction, various con-

trasting categories are present (e.g., cf. Fig. 1, beneath

mammal, dog vs. horse).

The utility of a hierarchical description lies in the nature

of the class inclusion relation [16]. Class inclusion is

asymmetric (e.g., not all animals are necessarily dogs),

transitive (e.g., if all dogs are mammals and all mammals

are animals, then all dogs are animals) and supports

properties inheritance (e.g., if all animals breathe and all

dogs are animals, then all dogs breathe).

In essence, taxonomies maintain knowledge about

related entities, and make it accessible via transitivity and

feature inheritance. Given a taxonomy, new properties

learned about a category can be generalized to categories at

lower levels of abstraction [16].

Differentiated Categories

Within a taxonomy, concepts at varying levels of abstraction

present different properties. Between superordinate and

subordinate categories, a middle level of specificity called

the basic level of categorization is the preferred level at

which categorization occurs (e.g., we prefer the category

dog rather than more specific or general alternatives such as

bulldog or animal respectively). Basic-level categories are

most differentiated [24], which is to say they are balanced in

terms of informativeness versus distinctiveness.

Highly informative concepts also have a higher degree

of within-category similarity (i.e., more common features),

whereas highly distinctive concepts have higher between-

category dissimilarity (i.e., more distinct features).

Subordinate categories, found at deeper levels of a tax-

onomy, are informative (common features outnumber dis-

tinct features) but not very distinctive. On the other hand,

superordinate categories, found at higher taxonomical lev-

els, are distinctive but not informative (distinct features

outnumber common features). Basic concepts score highly

on both accounts. However, in addition to being informative,

atypical subordinates are also distinctive (e.g., penguins are

not very similar to other birds) and, in certain categorization

tasks, preferred to their basic-level counterparts [34].

Numerical Taxonomy

In biological systematics, numerical taxonomy concerns

the ordering of related taxa into taxonomical ranks through

numerical methods, that is, the application of computers to

taxonomy. Within numerical taxonomy, phenetics (or

taximetrics) deals with the classification of organisms on

the basis of their overall similarity, evaluated by their

measurable traits [35]. These attributes are encoded as

binary variables (i.e., present or absent) and weighted

equally. In spite of this, complex attributes can be broken

down into simpler attributes, each one counting toward

similarity evaluations as a single unit of information. Thus,

the salience of a complex feature- –which can denote

intensity and/or ability to differentiate among objects—can

be encoded by multiple (sub-)features.

Sneath and Sokal [35] describe a two-step numerical

method for producing a taxonomy. First, for n taxa,

n(n - 1)/2 similarity coefficients are computed, comparing

every taxon with every other. These coefficients are orga-

nized in a n 9 n lower triangular matrix cf. Fig. 2, with

fixed (maximal) value in the principal diagonal (i.e., every

taxon is completely similar to itself). Second, through

cluster analysis, taxons are re-organized into taxa ranks

according to their proximity, as depicted in Fig. 3.

In this setting, similarity between taxon is used as a

metric, which by definition must be symmetric. Tversky’s

chihuahua

animal

driblammam

eagle owlhorsedog

bulldog

Fig. 1 A simplified conceptual tree-like hierarchy. Lines represent

generalization/specialization relationships linking concepts to super-

ordinates and subordinates, respectively
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contrast ratio introduced in Eq. 2 can be tuned for sym-

metry with a = b. An appropriate measure of taxon

proximity is the Jaccard index [37], an instance of the

contrast ratio with c, a, b = 1,

SðA;BÞ ¼ jA \ Bj
jA [ Bj 2 ½0; 1�; ð5Þ

where shared and distinct features are weighted equally.

The technical details of the clustering methods are

thoroughly examined in cluster analysis literature, see e.g.,

[38–40]. The basic hierarchical clustering procedure starts

with all taxa as individual clusters and successively merges

the two closest (i.e., most similar) clusters until only one

remains. Hierarchical clustering methods differ in their

definition of inter-cluster distance, and consequently, in

their outputs as well. The most common hierarchical

clustering methods applied in phenetics, as highlighted by

Sokal in a later work [41], are single linkage, average

linkage, and complete linkage.

Let pairwise distance among taxa d(x, y) be defined as

1 - S(x,y). Given two clusters A and B, single linkage

clustering defines the distance D between them by their

most similar (closest) taxa,

minfdðx; yÞ : x 2A; x 2 Bg; ð6Þ

whereas in complete linkage clustering, D is defined by

their most dissimilar (distant) taxa,

maxfdðx; yÞ : x 2A; x 2 Bg: ð7Þ

Single link, with its local merge criterion, tends to group

distant taxa, linking them by a series of relatively close

intermediate taxa, a phenomenon known as chaining,

whereas complete linkage on the other hand is susceptible

to outliers.

The average linkage method expressed in equation 8

factors all pairwise similarities among taxa in the assess-

ment of inter-cluster distance—defined as the average of

distances of all pair of taxa from different clusters—thus

avoiding the pitfalls of the other methods, which equate

cluster distance with a single pairwise similarity [40].

DðA;BÞ ¼ 1

jAj � jBj
X

x2A

X

y2B
dðx; yÞ; ð8Þ

Mental Representations

We will now explore how classification systems are men-

tally represented, and how they can be implemented by the

circuitry of the brain.

Hierarchical structure is an universal aspect of classifica-

tion systems. Thus, our inquiry regarding the cognitive rep-

resentation of classification systems begets the question of

how a hierarchy of concepts could be represented in the mind.

One theory that is consistent with connectionist models

[42–44] calls for a tree-like memory structure where a set

of connections represents a hierarchical network of linked

concepts and their attributes [16]. This pre-stored hierarchy

model is supported by evidence gathered in cognitive

studies on transitivity and property inheritance, where

subjects performed faster on cognitive tasks requiring the

traversal of a small number of taxonomical links [45].

Further investigation into how to store taxonomical

information requires an overview of fundamental neural

models of memory that describe the dynamics of learning

and recall.

Neural Associative Memories

In a biological assembly of neural cells (or neurons),

information is stored at the synapses, the contact points

between neurons. Processing is done by signals neurons

receive and may react to. The basic anatomy of a neuron

includes dendrites, the input transmission channels where

signals from other neurons are received at the synapses; the

Taxa

A

A

B

C

B C D E F G H I J

D

E

F

H

J

G

I

Similarity (%)

Fig. 2 Illustration of a matrix of similarity coefficients between pairs

of taxa. Degree of similarity varies with greyscale shading, according

to legend [35, 36]

A

A

B

B F G

G

Similarity (%)
Taxa

E

I

C

F

J

D

H

E I C HDJ

Fig. 3 Re-ordering of the coefficients in Fig. 2 by grouping similar

taxa. Triangles are formed for high similarity values [35, 36]
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axon, the channel for transmitting output signals, and the

soma (cell body) where simple computations based on

input signals occur that might trigger the neuron to fire.

These four elements constitute the minimal structure

required to artificially model a neuron [46].

The pioneering artificial neural associative memory was

the Lernmatrix due to [47]. The Lernmatrix was object

of extensive study since its inception, see, for example,

[11–13, 48–52].

Independently of Steinbuch’s Lernmatrix, in 1969 David

Willshaw published Non-holographic Memory [11],

describing a similar model and providing the basis for the

first formal studies of associative memory models.

A rigorous analytical treatment of the associative

memory model was provided by Günther Palm [12], who

defined neural associative memories as a family of artificial

neural networks which implement the functions of classi-

fication and memory by way of a mapping F between

discrete input X and output spaces Y. In other words, an

associative memory stores a finite set of M associations

S :¼ fðxl 7!ylÞ : l ¼ 1; . . .;Mg; ð9Þ

between pairs of patterns which are represented by binary

vectors x 2 f0; 1gm
and y 2 f0; 1gn

.

Representing Synapses

An artificial neural network with an input layer of m neu-

rons connected to an output layer with n units is typically

modeled as an adjacency matrix of n columns and m rows,

where alike a graph theory representation, non-zero ele-

ments represent connections between elements.

These models use weights to represent the strength of

synaptic connections. The state of a network is described

by a weight matrix W 2 R
m�n

W ¼

W11 W12 � � � W1n

W21 W22 � � � W2n

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

Wm1 Wm2 � � � Wmn

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ð10Þ

where each column represents the weight vector of each

processing unit. In this work, we assume weight matrices

are always initialized with all synapses in the inactive state,

that is, with all elements Wij = 0.

Lernmatrix

Hebbian Learning

Canadian neuropsychologist Hebb [53] put forward a

greatly influential theory on how learning occurs. His idea

that synaptic connectivity is reinforced in response to

coincident pre- and post-synaptic activity becomes so

pervasive in the connectionist community that its advocates

summarized it as a slogan: ‘‘what fires together, wires

together’’.

The Lernmatrix stores a clipped binary synaptic weights

matrix W 2 f0; 1gm�n
obtained by a clipped version of

Hebbian learning expressed as

Wij ¼ minð1;Wij þ xiyjÞ: ð11Þ

Let us denote the activity level of a pattern by the

number of its active elements, that is, |x| : =
P

i xi. It has

been shown [11] that the patterns stored according to the

clipped rule (11) must be sparse, that is, |xl| � m and |yl|

� n. The intuition is to keep the connectivity matrix W

from being full of ‘‘ones’’ before storing a large number of

patterns M; for a rigorous information-theoretic treatment

see [12, 52].

Threshold Strategy

Associative retrieval is initiated by presenting a cue pattern

~x to the network input. Each output1 neuron j will calculate

its dendritic potential by performing a weighted sum over

the active inputs. Afterward, the network applies a transfer

function to translate dendritic potential sums into binary

valued components of the output vector ŷ;

ŷj ¼
1 if

Pm

i¼1

Wijxi�H;

0 otherwise:

8
<

: ð12Þ

Quality of retrieval depends on the careful choice of the

global threshold H. Too low a value will result in add-

errors, while high values shall produce miss-errors. If ~x is

incomplete but not noisy, the optimal solution is H ¼ j~xj
[11].

This dynamic threshold control models a uniform, glo-

bal feed-forward inhibitory field that could be implemented

by a partner interneuron, balancing the activity level of

each neural unit as a function of the total input activity.

Other more complex threshold-inhibition strategies are

required in the presence of complications such as input

noise or synapse failure [51, 54, 55].

Tree-like Associative Memory

In an effort to reduce the computational footprint of

retrieval of Willshaw-type memories in sequential imple-

mentations, as well as their metabolic counterpart in the

brain, a novel structural representation for the associative

memory task [1] was proposed, drawing inspiration from

the Subspace Tree indexing method [56].

1 Note that in auto-associative setups, every neuron performs input

and output roles.
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In a serial implementation of the associative memory

task, a recall operation is sequentially performed by every

neuron. By exploiting the sparseness of the input pattern

with an index vector representation, it is possible to avoid

unnecessary comparisons at each neuron. The sparseness of

stored patterns also implies that for any given query, only a

few neurons will actually fire. Thus, if a computationally

inexpensive filter function could be used to test whether a

neuron will fire for a given input pattern, retrieval opera-

tions could be significantly reduced. It is highly desirable

of such a function that it does not produce false negatives,

for these could lead to missing one-entries.

Interestingly, such a filter function can be achieved by a

smaller associative memory storing compressed versions of

the input patterns. By recursion, a hierarchy of successively

compressed memories of decreasing resolution could be

employed, progressively pruning neurons during retrieval.

This hierarchical ensemble of R memories is formally

described as an ordered set of R synaptic matrices

W ¼ ðWð1Þ; . . .;WðrÞ; . . .;WðRÞÞ; ð13Þ

where each matrix W(r) has fixed address space dimension

m and variable number of neurons nr. The R-th associative

memory has m 9 n dimension and stores the associations

between the original uncompressed patterns. A guarantee

that no false negatives occur in the compressed patterns is

the single requirement posed on the compression tech-

nique. This restriction can be satisfied by a Boolean OR

aggregation over input patterns. In short, the compression

method generates compact content patterns by computing

Boolean OR’s over non-overlapping windows of size ar.

During learning, for each association (xl, yl) stored at

the full uncompressed memory, an association with a

compressed content pattern ðxl; frðylÞÞ 8r : 1� r\R is

also stored at every compressed r-th memory. fr is defined

as a family of functions fr : f0; 1gnrþ1 ! f0; 1gnr which

recursively approximates content patterns. This recurrence

is defined component-wise from one level to the next

½frðylÞ�i ¼
_i�ar

j¼i�ar�ðar�1Þ
½frþ1ðylÞ�j ð14Þ

The content-space dimensions of the memories,

n1\. . .nr\. . .\nR ¼ n; are in inverse proportion to the

aggregation window factors, a1; a2; . . .; aR ¼ 1; and are

expressed recursively as

nr ¼
dnrþ1=are if1� r\R;
n if r ¼ R:

�
ð15Þ

The structure of the hierarchy of memories is governed by

the number R of memories and their respective aggregation

window factors ar. The optimal hierarchy parameterization

[10] that maximizes retrieval efficiency for a Willshaw net is

given by aopt
r 2 f2; 3g and Ropt B log(n/l) where the activity

level l is sparse (i.e., l *log(n)).

Associations are learned at the r-th memory by a clipped

Hebbian rule

W
ðrÞ
ij ¼ min 1;

XM

l¼1

x
l
i ½frðylÞ�j

 !
: ð16Þ

Retrieval is initiated by presenting an incomplete or

distorted query pattern ~x to the lowest resolution memory

at r = 1. The same recall cue is used at every other

memory in the hierarchy. However, at r ? 1, only a subset

of neurons will have to perform a dendritic sum.

Any one entry in a component j of the output pattern ŷðrÞ

retrieved at the r-th memory corresponds to an index set

Yj
(r) with ar elements that identify the uncompressed units at

the next level r ? 1:

Y
ðrÞ
j ¼ fj � ar; j � ar � 1; . . .; j � ar � ðar � 1Þg: ð17Þ

These jŷðrÞj non-empty sets can be merged to form the

complete set Yrþ1 of indices for which the dendritic sum

must be calculated at level r ? 1:

Yrþ1 ¼
[

j:ŷ
ðrÞ
j
¼1

Y
ðrÞ
j : ð18Þ

During recall, the dendritic sum at the r ? 1th memory

of this hierarchical setup is very much similar to that of a

classic Willshaw associative memory, with the important

caveat of being restricted to the indices of Yrþ1: The same

applies to the threshold cut. Hierarchical retrieval is

therefore expressed as

ŷ
ðrþ1Þ
j ¼

H½ð
P

i

W
ðrþ1Þ
ij ~xiÞ �H� if j 2 Yrþ1;

0 otherwise:

(
ð19Þ

Taxonomical Associative Memory

The argument from natural cognition for cognitive econo-

mies arising from taxonomical organization of knowledge

motivated us to computationally investigate potential

retrieval benefits in a hierarchical memory model that can

cope with correlated data. We study retrieval performance

(measured by neural activation levels) and accuracy

(measured in terms of retrieval error). Our work is based on

a simple associative network that learns through Hebbian

plasticity.

In our hierarchical model, the retrieval process is fully

distributed and allows for bit-correction from incomplete

pattern cues. Moreover, it is progressive: at each taxonom-

ical level of our model, we extract a pattern which represents

an intermediate categorization of the memory trace being
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recalled. Progressively, we obtain a finer-grained resolution

of the pattern (i.e., feature-set) being recalled.

A simplifying assumption of our model is a symbolic

step, prior to learning, where a clustering procedure

extracts the correlational structure of the input data,

defining feature-set partitions for every category. A neu-

rally plausible online implementation of the clustering

procedure that also allows for robust coding and general-

ization is an important starting point for future work. We

comment on the requirements posed for such process on

‘‘Online Learning’’.

Technical Description

In the hierarchical model proposed in [1], a set of com-

pressed networks acts as a filter in the retrieval operation,

pruning unnecessary neurons. A Boolean OR-based trans-

form is used to code the approximate patterns stored in the

intermediate networks, satisfying a single prerequisite

posed on the compression technique: no false negatives

may occur.

We propose a semantically enriched extension to this

model (hereafter referred to as the prime model) where

filter networks play a dual role by encoding superordinate

concepts in addition to their technical purpose in the

hierarchical retrieval process.

As in the prime model, our hierarchical memory is

formally described as an ordered set of R associative

memories with dimension m 9 nr, that is, with varying

number of neurons n1; n2; � � � nR: In our model, the

uncompressed associative memory at depth R is necessarily

auto-associative (nR = m). At every other level r, a binary

1/0 pattern xl is stored as an association (xl, nd(xl)), where

nd(xl) is a compressed version of xl which encodes a

higher-order concept at the taxonomical level d.

In the prime model, approximate versions of a binary

pattern xl are produced by calculating a partition of xl onto

nr binary sub-vectors of dimension m/nr, and aggregating

these sub-vectors with the Boolean OR operation. This

approach disregards which features are merged together.

In contrast, in our taxonomical model, we require that

each OR aggregate preserves some semantic description of

xl by encoding a superordinate concept which contains xl.

To achieve this, each semantic aggregate merges only

features that co-occur in the category it represents.

The memory capacity of the traditional Willshaw net-

work is dependent on sparsity requirements which are not

present in a dataset with semantically close examples

where the feature distribution is not uniform. In this setting,

cliques of neurons tend to merge and retrieval is prone to

add-error. The retrieval prescription of the prime hierar-

chical model will predictably not help, as the contiguous

OR-based aggregates will reproduce the problem into the

filter networks. If semantic aggregates are chosen that

efficiently distinguish contrasting concepts at every level,

our model will be able, through efficient pruning, to reduce

add-noise at the uncompressed network.

At variance with the generic hierarchical model, where

its structure is defined by the number of R memories and

the aggregation window factors ar, the structure of the

proposed model is given by a clustering process. In this

setting, R corresponds to the number of levels of the

resulting taxonomic tree, and partitions are non-sequential,

variable-sized and possible overlapping, thus ar is not

applicable.

Taxonomical Properties

Consider a set A of M items described by binary 1/0

patterns of m features. In order to store each pattern

xl 2A; we must compute R - 1 approximate versions of

every pattern for every intermediate network. To do so, we

shall first elicit the taxonomical relationships within A by

applying an appropriate hierarchical clustering technique

(e.g., average linkage cf. Eq. 8) over A using a measure of

pairwise pattern similarity (e.g., Jaccard index cf. Eq. 5).

The resulting taxonomy T; built from the step-by-step

merge of cluster pairs, provides a hierarchical composi-

tional description of A.

A taxonomy T can be viewed as a binary tree with

P = 2M - 1 nodes, where each node represents a cluster

Cp, with p ¼ 1. . .P; and each link between nodes has a

height representing the taxonomical distance between the

respective clusters. Out of P nodes, M leaf nodes represent

single-element clusters. For simplicity, we will disregard

the height of the links and focus on the structure of T: This

approach allows us to directly exploit the structure of the

taxonomic tree, where if we were to preserve cluster dis-

tances, a procedure for flattening the tree would be

required, adding complexity. The implicit trade-off is that

we are discarding information and allowing clusters to

form at the same taxonomic rank that are at different levels

of abstraction (and thus with varying semantic properties

such as informativeness vs. distinctiveness).

The last merged cluster C1 is at the root node in the

binary tree depiction of T: At the next level, we find two

new clusters contained in C1. The process is repeated for

each cluster, unless it is a leaf node. Leaf nodes have no

child nodes and may occur at any level in the taxonomy. At

the deepest level D of the taxonomy, all nodes are leaf

nodes. At any given level of abstraction d, the number of

clusters cannot be greater than 2d-1. Each non-single-

element cluster represents a category, and each taxonomi-

cal level d represents a level of abstraction.

To illustrate every step in the setup of our model, we

will use a simple set of five elements, each describing a
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fruit, detailed in Table 1. By applying our preprocessing

clustering method over the illustrative dataset, a taxonomic

tree is produced as shown in Fig. 4.

As Table 2 shows, clusters higher in the concept hier-

archy contain more elements which share less features.

Given the relation between taxonomic height and our

memory model, the fruit dataset requires three auxiliary

networks, the first of which distinguishes clusters C2 versus

C3, the second codes for clusters C4 versus C5, and single-

element clusters C6 and C7 and so on.

Representing Clusters

At the core of our taxonomical memory, model lies the

ability to represent, store, and retrieve information about

the clusters that compose the taxonomy. Each intermediate

network will code clusters of a given taxonomical rank. In

detail, we store associations between each learned pattern

and its respective cluster at the taxonomical rank repre-

sented by that network.

To achieve this, we first require a code to represent each

cluster at a given taxonomical level as a binary pattern

which can be stored in the appropriate intermediate filter

networks.

The coding must be able to identify any cluster that

exists at a given taxonomical level, including leaf nodes at

previous levels. It is also desirable that the codes present

low activity levels, to avoid overloading of the intermedi-

ate networks that will store them.

Presently, we describe a positional coding scheme which

represents clusters with binary patterns and abides by the

restrictions posed above. Let cd count the number of

clusters at level d, and let kd count the number of single-

element clusters (leaf nodes) at previous levels. A binary

pattern of (cd ? kd) B 2d-1 bits with one active unit can

describe any cluster at level d, as well as any single-

element cluster at previous levels. Let function fd(Cp)

produce such binary pattern c (with |c| = 1) describing Cp

by its relative position within a taxonomy.

The interpretation of taxonomy Ta as a binary tree is

shown in Fig. 5, which includes, in annotations, the coding

of each cluster, illustrating the application of function

fd(Cp).

By defining a taxonomical level d for which the first

intermediate memory codes, we establish a relation

between the ordered set of R memories and the taxonomy

T.

During learning, each pattern xl 2A is presented to the

full m 9 m auto-associative memory and stored as an auto-

association (xl, xl). At the same time, xl is presented to

R - 1 intermediate networks. The r-th network codes for a

taxonomical level d = r ? d - 1 by storing (xl, nd(xl))

associations where the content pattern ndðxlÞ ¼ fdðCp :

xl 2 CpÞ represents the closest cluster Cp containing xl at

taxonomical level r ? d - 1.

To illustrate the learning process described above,

Table 3 presents item–category associations stored for the

fruit dataset. The patterns representing each fruit are coded

according to the ordered feature-set {sweet, sour, round,

lemon lime orange apple plum
0
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Fig. 4 Dendrogram illustrates the hierarchical clustering procedure

for a simple set of fruits. Cluster distance determines the order in

which these are merged

Table 1 Featural description of fruits

Fruit Feature-set

Apple {sweet, hard, round}

Plum {sweet, round}

Orange {sweet, round, citrus, juicy}

Lemon {sour, citrus, juicy}

Lime {sour, round, citrus, juicy}

Table 2 Fruit clusters: shared features

Cluster Fruits Shared features

C1 {apple, plum, orange,

lemon, lime}

{}

C2 {orange, lemon, lime} {citrus, juicy}

C3 {apple, plum} {sweet, round}

C4 {lemon, lime} {sour, citrus, juicy}

C5 {orange} {sweet, round, citrus, juicy}

C6 {apple} {sweet, hard, round}

C7 {plum} {sweet, round}

C8 {lemon} {sour, citrus, juicy}

C9 {lime} {sour, round, citrus, juicy}

Clusters C5 to C9 are leaf nodes of the fruit taxonomy
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hard, citrus, juicy}, where ones code for feature presence

(e.g., consider plum which is defined by the features round

and sweet, its code is 101000). The clusters are represented

by the aforementioned positional coding.

Furthermore, we need to map the feature-set partition

represented by any given cluster, as to later map which

units will be filtered during retrieval.

This is achieved by recursively computing a Boolean

sum pattern using the bitwise OR operator

UðCpÞ ¼
_

l

xl 8l : xl 2 Cp; ð20Þ

Retrieval of Patterns and Concepts

Our taxonomical retrieval prescription may use up to R - 1

filter networks, and the process can be halted at any net-

work. At the r-th intermediate filter network, the retrieved

content pattern ndð~xÞ aids the pruning of relevant neurons

in the next network. However, at the last traversed filter

network, for every superordinate concept represented by

pattern ndð~xÞ; we map the feature-set pattern UðCpÞ of the

respective cluster.

Afterward, we retrieve the best approximation for ~x at

the uncompressed R-th memory, triggering only the neu-

rons which code for the features represented in a feature-set

pattern UðCpÞ.
Consider the associations learned for the fruit taxonomy

depicted in Table 3. When the first auxiliary network is

cued with pattern 101000 (representing plum), we should

retrieve pattern 01, representing cluster C3, whose feature-

set UðC3Þ is represented by pattern 101100.

Given this information, we may proceed with retrieval at

the uncompressed 6 9 6 auto-associative R-th network,

pruning irrelevant units from the process (which according

to UðC3Þ are {sour, citrus, juicy}). Using the two-unit

auxiliary net, the total activated units (5 units) to perform

retrieval slightly outperform direct retrieval at the

uncompressed network (which requires 6 units). With

larger feature spaces and sparse datasets, these benefits

improve greatly.

In a prototypical fashion, the meaning of the concept

represented by cluster Cp can be described in terms of

shared features by

IðCpÞ ¼
^

l

xl 8l : xl 2 Cp; ð21Þ

where
V

is the bitwise AND operator.

In our fruit taxonomy, the shared features of each non-

single-element cluster that pattern IðCpÞ represents were

previously listed in Table 2.

Shared feature patterns are important for the progressive

categorization of cued patterns. In addition to the plain

retrieval of patterns, our taxonomical model is capable of

producing intermediate categorizations of a cued pattern ~x

at every respective intermediate network. This is achieved

by mapping the retrieved cluster-coding pattern ndð~xÞ at a

filter network with the appropriate prototypical feature-set

described by IðCpÞ: We illustrate this with our fruit tax-

onomy by producing a pattern representing lime as a cue. A

visual depiction of the path of such query in the taxo-

nomical tree is shown in Fig. 6. The output of concept

feature-sets for the cluster at every level is detailed in

Table 4, along with the elements of said cluster (for

reference).

The proposed cluster representations highlight the

degree of within-category similarity through a measure of

feature sharedness. This sort of representation allows

f 4 (C7) = 00001 

f 1 (C1) = 1 
C1

f 2 (C2) = 10 f 2 (C3) = 01 
C3C2

C5 C7C6C4
f 3 (C6) = 0010 
f 3 (C7) = 0001 

f 3 (C4) = 1000 
f 3 (C5) = 0100 

f 4 (C8) = 10000 
f 4 (C9) = 01000 

C8 C9 f 4 (C5) = 00100 
f 4 (C6) = 00010

Fig. 5 A binary tree depiction of the fruit taxonomy. Annotations at

each cluster show its coding fd(Cp) at a given level, including leaf

node clusters at previous levels (three instances in this case: before

depth d = 4, we find C5, C6, and C7, representing orange, apple, and

plum, respectively). Note that the notation in the image C1;C2; . . .Cn

is equivalent to the one previously used C1;C2; . . .Cn. The same

applies for function fd(Cp)

Table 3 Table presenting item–category associations stored at every

auxiliary network for the fruit dataset

Fruit Lemon Lime Orange Apple Plum

xl 010011 011011 101011 101100 101000

1stnet C2 C2 C3 C3 C3

n2(xl) 10 10 01 01 01

2nd net C4 C4 C5 C6 C7

n3(xl) 1000 1000 0100 0010 0001

3rd net C8 C9 C5 C6 C7

n4(xl) 10000 01000 00100 00010 00001

Fruits are coded for feature presence following the order of the fea-

ture-set {sweet, sour, round, hard, citrus, juicy} Note that we consider

d = 2, meaning the first auxiliary network codes for d = 2, distin-

guishing C2 from C3
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inference processes: by observing an object’s feature which

is highly shared within a category, one might positively

adjust one’s estimate that said object belongs to said

category.

However, to fully leverage this sort of representation, it

must be exploited in the context of contrasting categories

(a feature that is highly shared by elements that belong to

several contrasting categories does not provide much

information). A categorization system can be said to be

useful to the extent that it improves one’s ability to accu-

rately predict object properties given category knowledge

and vice-versa.

Multiple metrics for category goodness have been pro-

posed [57–59], most notably the notion of cue validity [57]

prominent in Rosch’s studies [3] on the acquisition of the

so-called basic categories. The metric we find most

appropriate is that of category utility [60], which maxi-

mizes the probability of common features within a category

while minimizing the probability of common features

between elements of contrasting categories.

In conclusion, it is convenient to have the notion of

feature sharedness embedded in category representation as

it plays a significant role in categorization.

Related Hierarchical Models

Artificial neural network models such as multi-layer per-

ceptrons [61] where learning is accomplished by the back

propagation algorithm [62] or Kohonen’s self-organizing

maps [63] have been applied to model complex

psychological phenomena in a hierarchical fashion in a

range of applications including phoneme recognition [64]

and the development of infant cognition [65]. These

models are capable of generalization and classification

when presented with real-world data with rich and complex

statistics, such as inter-class correlations or highly variable

activity levels.

We opted for a minimalistic approach, based on a con-

servative, local Hebbian learning rule. During the learning

phase of the Willshaw model, coincidental firing events are

encoded in a Hebbian manner via a local synaptic plasticity

rule. Unlike most artificial neural network models where

the synaptic strengths are analog variables, here synapses

are switch-like and can only assume two stable values. The

continued interest over this extremely simplified model of

plasticity was initially driven by hardware implementation

considerations and mathematical tractability, as well as

near-optimal storage capacity for sparse random (uncorre-

lated) binary patterns [12, 52, 66].

Interestingly, physiological recordings in hippocampal

networks of Sprague-Dawley rats suggest that CA3-CA1

synapses might operate in a digital fashion [67, 68]. This

finding has further motivated theoretical research on

Willshaw-type learning, especially in the context of for-

getful (palimpsest) networks where synapses are bistable

and led by a combination of potentiation and depression

[69–73]. For simplicity, we do not include depression in our

learning dynamics and assume that the number of patterns

that is presented to the network is parameterized and kept

finite. A natural future extension of the present work is to

replace the static Willshaw rule with a dynamical process

ála Amit and Fusi [69] so that forgetting takes place and new

items lead to graceful degradation of older ones.

Our work is related to a previous extension of the

canonical Hopfield model [74], where a hierarchical

arrangement of layers is set up so that the system recovers

high storage capacity in the presence of hierarchically

correlated patterns [75]. These patterns are assumed to

have an ultrametric correlational structure and are gener-

ated according to a stochastic process where the activities

of patterns that belong to a given cluster are conditionally

dependent on the activity of a cluster prototype pattern, as

in the artificial dataset generation procedure that we present

in ‘‘Random Correlated Data’’. In a similar fashion to our

network, there is a sequentially constrained retrieval

dynamics where the threshold of each subsequent neuron

depends on the activity of the precedent layer. However,

the employed synaptic plasticity rule is non-local and

depends on the joint activity of descendants and prototypes,

and there is an increase instead of a decrease in retrieval

complexity: all layers have the same number of neurons,

and no filtering process occurs, all of the synapses have to

be checked whenever a cue pattern arrives.

C8 C9

C1

C2

C4

C3

C6 C7C5

Fig. 6 Search path in a taxonomical tree for the retrieval of the

pattern representing a lime

Table 4 Concept retrieval example: What is a lime? It is a fruit ,

more specifically a citrus (C2), not sweet like an orange but sour (C3),

and unlike a lemon which has an oval shape, a lime is perfectly round

(leaf node C9)

Lv. Cp Fruits Shared features (IðCpÞ)

2 C2 {orange, lemon, lime} {citrus, juicy}

3 C4 {lemon, lime} {sour, citrus, juicy}

4 C9 {lime} {sour, round, citrus, juicy}
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Experimental Evidence

Semantic Dataset

To test our taxonomical model, we built a semantically rich

exemplar dataset on the domain of wine tasting. The data

were iteratively groomed through a systematic comparative

review of tasting notes in social wine websites, and wine

characteristics at winery and producers websites.

The resulting dataset contains descriptions of M = 51

wines. These wines are represented by binary 0/1 patterns

with m = 90 features, where each bit codes for the pres-

ence or absence of a specific feature. On average, every

wine pattern has approx. k = 14.7 active units (one-entries

denoting present features).

Each feature has a salience value that denotes its weight

which is factored in the pairwise distance assessments of

the hierarchical clustering procedure.

Given this dataset models domain knowledge, not sur-

prisingly, the data are highly correlated (cf. Fig. 7). This is

a highly desirable property, as it allows a meaningful

organization to emerge from the clustering procedure. To

choose an appropriate clustering method to produce a

taxonomy for this dataset, we computed the Pearson cor-

relation coefficient between pairwise taxonomical dis-

tances vis-à-vis the original pairwise distances in the data

for the most common methods and distances, as presented

in Table 5. We chose the combination that produced the

highest correlational coefficient.

Due to the restriction of built-in semantics, our dataset is

moderately sparse (cf. Fig. 7) by design (average activity

level of any pattern is within approx. 16.4 % of the content

space), that is, the data are not optimized for the strict

sparseness requirement of a Willshaw network. Conse-

quently, the network may overload and produce retrieval

errors. Figure 8 depicts such a network after learning every

pattern in the dataset with a Hebbian rule.

Concept Retrieval

A strong motivation of our model is to account for pro-

gressive retrieval where additional information is recalled

at every step. Experiments with the wine dataset highlight

this property. As shown in Table 6, after providing a cue to

the memory, it produces a sequence of sets of shared

feature space

pa
tte

rn
s

Fig. 7 Visual depiction of the binary wine dataset (the dots represent

one-entries of the binary patterns). Feature distribution across the

x-axis is not uniform, while along the y-axis, there is strong

correlation between patterns

Table 5 Table of cophenetic correlation coefficients for varying

clustering methods using pairwise Hamming (noted as H) and Jaccard

(noted as J) distances applied to the wine dataset

Cluster distance

Single link Complete-link Average-link

Normal

H 0.509 0.646 0.672

J 0.671 0.750 0.779

Salient

H 0.619 0.678 0.736

J 0.653 0.684 0.795

Coefficient values are presented for two settings: in the Normal

scenario, no features are weighted, whereas in the Salient regime, a

measure of feature salience is used when computing pairwise dis-

tances. Best value highlighted in bold

ad
dr

es
s 

sp
ac

e

content space

Fig. 8 Illustration of the cell assemblies formed in a Willshaw

associative memory which has learned every pattern in the wine

dataset. The dots represent active synapses. Note that synaptic

connectivity is not uniform, reflecting the nature of the data where

certain features are more distinctive
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features, yielding an increasingly specific categorization,

varying from abstract concepts described by small feature-

sets toward increasingly specific concepts described by

increasingly larger sets of shared features.

In principle, the most possible abstract concept repre-

senting ‘‘everything’’ contains all possible objects and is

described by an empty set of shared features, whereas a

concept described by a set containing every possible feature

represents ‘‘nothing’’ (cf. theory of formal concepts as in

[14, 76]). In practice, we found that at the higher levels of the

taxonomies produced by our model, sometimes a concept

encompasses such a diversity of elements that they share no

common features. However, at these earlier levels (before

any leaf nodes emerge), a taxonomy is essentially built by

contrasting pairs of clusters: an element belongs to either a

category (represented as a concept) or its contrasting sibling

category. We can exploit the binary structure of the taxon-

omy to produce information about an element belonging to a

category whose respective concept is too abstract to be

described by a feature-set. In such case, it is possible to

simply describe the feature-set of the sibling concept to

which the element does not belong (cf. Table 7). This of

course finds a limit if, at a given level, both contrasting

concepts are too abstract for a prototypical description.

The grandmother-like positional coding used in the filter

networks presented earlier may associate certain patterns

with more than one cluster. The progressive retrieval and

categorization of such a pattern is illustrated in Table 8.

Performance Gains

The retrieval process in our model can be halted at any

taxonomical level, using the results of the last intermediate

network to filter the relevant units at the uncompressed

associative memory. Alike the prime model, in developing

a taxonomical model, we are concerned with improving the

performance of the retrieval queries. We measure retrieval

cost ŝ as the number of operations needed to retrieve a

pattern, that is, the number of neuron cells verified at every

associative memory to satisfy a query. We express a per-

formance ratio ŝ=s where the cost of retrieving a pattern in

our model is normalized by the cost of retrieving the same

pattern using a single Willshaw network, that is, assessing

Table 6 Retrieval of a learned pattern describing a portuguese red

wine from Setúbal, using an accurate query pattern ~x ¼ fRed,

Portugal, Setúbal, Blend, intense color, off dry, med. tannins, full

body, dark fruits, red fruits, wood, long finish}

Lv. Concept feature-set IðCpÞ #

2 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRedg 1

3 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed} 1

4 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Blend} 2

5 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Blend} 2

6 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Blend, off dry,} 3

7 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Blend, off dry, dark fruits,

long finish}

5

8 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Blend, intense color, off dry,

full body, dark fruits, long finish}

7

9 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Portugal, Blend, intense color,

off dry, full body, dark fruits, long finish}

8

10 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Portugal, Setúbal, Blend,

intense color, off dry, med. tannins, full

body, dark fruits, red fruits, wood, long

finish}

12

At taxonomical depth d = 3 and d = 5, the shared features of the

matched clusters are precisely the same as at the previous levels

(d = 2 and d = 4, respectively). Therefore, the superordinate con-

cepts represented are the same

Table 7 Retrieval of a learned pattern describing a portuguese white

wine from the Dão region, with an accurate query pattern
~x ¼ fWhite, Portugal, Dão, Blend, dry, med. body, citrus, med.

finish}

Lv. Concept feature-set IðCpÞ #

2 xl 62 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed} 1

3 xl 62 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRosé, high acidity, red fruits} 4

4 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fWhite} 1

5 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fWhite, Blend} 2

6 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fWhite, Portugal, Blend} 3

. . . . . .

10 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fWhite, Portugal, Dão, Blend, dry,

med. body, citrus, med. finish}

8

At the last filter network (d = 10), the query produces a cluster

representing a superordinate concept of ~x whose 8 prototypical fea-

tures match 66.6% of ~x. The clusters matched in earlier networks at

depth d B 3 do not exhibit prototypical (shared) features; therefore,

the description of their contrasting sibling clusters is shown

Table 8 Retrieval of a learned pattern describing a chilean wine,

with an accurate query pattern ~x ¼ fRed, Chile, Single Varietal,

Cabernet Sauvignon, off dry, . . .g

Lv. Concept feature-set IðCpÞ #

2 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed} 1

3 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Single Varietal} 3

4 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Single Varietal dark fruits,. . .g 4

5 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, South Africa,. . .g 12

xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, full body, . . .g 6

. . . . . .

xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, South Africa, Single Varietal,

Merlot, . . .g
12

7 xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Argentina, Single Varietal,

med. sweet, full body, . . .g
13

xl 2 Cp : IðCpÞ ¼ fRed, Chile, Single Varietal,

Cabernet Sauvignon, off dry, . . .g
14

At taxonomical depth d = 7, the retrieval process has identified three

leaf nodes, one of which correctly matches ~x
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the R-th memory without exploiting the taxonomical setup

of intermediate memories. As shown in Fig. 9, the per-

formance2 of our model improves at every taxonomical

level, that is, at each filter network. The prime model

(dashed line) reduces average retrieval cost to approx. 81.6

% operations of a single Willshaw network, whereas our

model is able to go further to approx. 35.2 % operations.

To assess the stability of the performance gains of our

model, we tested taxonomical memories holding subsets of

the wine dataset. The process was applied for 10 subsets

with combinations of 20 out of 51 patterns, and another 10

subsets with combinations of 40 out of 51 patterns. For

each subset, we considered the optimal taxonomical level

that minimizes retrieval cost. The results2 are shown in

Fig. 10.

The lower quartile Q1, the upper quartile Q3, and

especially the median of the performance ratio ŝopt=s with

ŝ chosen at optimal taxonomical level are relatively stable

for the varying subsets in both experiments, in spite of

increasing outliers and slightly wider distributions for the

combinations of 40 out of 51 patterns (cf. Fig. 10b).

Error Reduction

The wine dataset is only moderately sparse. Consequently,

the R-th network in our model, being an auto-associative

Willshaw network, will likely overload and operate with

output distortion, even if the inputs are precise. However,

each of our taxonomical filter networks aims to code one

superordinate concept per pattern using a single bit per

pattern. This grandmother-like coding warrants consis-

tently low activity levels at every filter network and is able

to reduce retrieval errors at the full uncompressed asso-

ciative memory, caused by overloading.

We measure the error rate ê of retrieved patterns as the

Hamming distance between cued and retrieved patterns

normalized by cell assembly activity.

As shown in Fig. 11, our taxonomical memory has

significative accuracy gains, attaining a zero error rate at

the deepest level, whereas a hierarchical memory does not

improve the error rate of the Willshaw memory.

Random Correlated Data

While the testing of our memory with a semantic dataset

describes its categorization capabilities, we set out to

generalize our experimental procedure with random data.

Furthermore, we set out to produce random data with a

fixed degree of sparseness, as well as a degree of hierar-

chical correlations, as to realistically mimic taxonomical

data. Numerous studies have been conducted on the

development of specialized learning rules for hierarchical

correlated patterns and the storage capacity of these net-

works (see, e.g., [75, 77–81]).
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Fig. 9 Retrieval performance of a taxonomical memory which has

learned every pattern of the wine dataset. Performance is measured in

computation steps and normalized by the retrieval cost in a single

Willshaw auto-associative memory. A line plots the evolution of the

average retrieval cost of our model at varying taxonomical level,

whereas a dashed line marks the retrieval cost achieved by the prime

model with a configuration of a single filter network with aggregation

factor a1 = 3, determined by numerical optimization for this dataset
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Fig. 10 Stability of retrieval cost performance at the optimal

taxonomical level for random subsets of the wine dataset. a 10

random subsets of 20 out of 51 patterns. b 10 random subsets of 40

out of 51 patterns

2 On each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box

are the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to the most extreme

data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individ-

ually. Any datum higher/lower than 1.5 interquartile range (Q3 - Q1)

of the lower/upper quartile is considered an outlier
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Artificial Correlated Datasets

To allow a comparison of the results of our experiments

with random data and the results of the wine dataset, we

controlled certain parameters for pattern generation to

approximate the dimensions and properties of the wine

dataset. Namely, we chose the following values: number of

patterns M = 50, number of features m = 100, and rate of

activity per pattern f = 0.15 (yielding k ¼ f � m ¼ 15).

Random datasets with hierarchical correlations are

generated in the manner of Kimoto and Okada [81]. First,

we produced a smaller set of s ¼ d0:1Me template patterns

xs using the parameters described above. For each of these

templates, we consider a group T = b M/s c of child pat-

terns xst where s is the number of the group of correlated

patterns with the same parent pattern, and t identifies each

pattern in a group. Each parent pattern xs is a vector of m

binary features, where each feature is denoted as xi
s.

Memory patterns composing the correlated dataset are

generated for every parent pattern, with each binary feature

of a child pattern described by

Pðxst
i ¼ 1Þ ¼ K : xs

i ¼ 1

R : xs
i ¼ 0

�
ð22Þ

i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;m and t ¼ 1; 2; . . .; T :
To assure that the activity level of each memory pattern

xst becomes f, we must set R to f (1 - K)/(1 - f). In our

experiments, we chose K = 0.5. For simplicity, we gen-

erate correlated data for our tests with only two hierarchical

levels. However, the method could be recursively applied

to produce deeper hierarchies of correlated patterns. By

using fixed values for K (and consequently R), we are

producing uniform correlations, that is, the degree of

similarity between ancestors (first-level patterns) and

descendants (second-level patterns) is fixed. More realistic

correlations could be produced by varying K (and conse-

quently R) along a range of parameters.

Trials with Correlated Data

For each trial, we produced two sets of randomly generated

patterns: one contains purely random patterns, and another

contains hierarchically correlated random patterns. To

provide a baseline for our model, at each trial, each set was

stored and retrieved from an auto-associative Willshaw

network. We computed average retrieval cost s and average

retrieval error e over each set. Not surprisingly, a simple

Willshaw network produces a higher error rate e for cor-

related patterns as shown in Fig. 12.

Afterward, the sets were stored and retrieved from a

taxonomical associative memory. Over each set, we mea-

sured the average retrieval cost ŝ and average retrieval

error ê for all taxonomical levels of these memories and

determined the optimal taxonomical levels ds and de that

minimize ŝ and ê , respectively. Let us then denote average

retrieval cost at taxonomical level ds as ŝopt and average

retrieval error at taxonomical level de by êopt.

Figure 13a presents the distribution of performance

gains (expressed by the ratio ŝopt=s) for random and for

correlated datasets. Figure 13b presents the analogous

comparison for the distribution of accuracy gains (expres-

sed by the ratio êopt=e).
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Fig. 11 Error reduction in a taxonomical memory holding all

patterns of the wine dataset. Error rate is defined as the Hamming

distance between cued and retrieved patterns normalized by cell

assembly activity. A solid line plots the average retrieval error of our

model, varying with taxonomical level, whereas the dashes mark the

average error rate of a single uncompressed memory. The output

distortion (add-error) at higher levels of the hierarchy is due to

overloading, that is, the storage capacity of these memories is being

stressed to its limits. Error rate decreases while pursuing the search at

lower levels on account of two factors: (1) each network at a lower

level uses more units to store the same number of associations stored

previously, thus yielding higher capacity thresholds; (2) pattern

retrieval is aided by the pruning operation that silences irrelevant

units, thus reducing spurious firings
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Fig. 12 Distribution of average retrieval error e of a single network

for random (filled-bars) versus correlated (outlined bars) patterns

over 100 trials. Average error rate for hierarchically correlated sets is

higher than for purely random datasets
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As expected, a taxonomical associative memory attains

best results with hierarchically correlated patterns. It is so

for optimal cost reduction as well as optimal error

reduction.

Conditioned Optimization of Accuracy and Performance

To better understand the interplay of accuracy versus per-

formance gains, we considered an additional analysis

where we observe the frequency of accuracy and perfor-

mance ratios over a series of trials with correlated data.

Let us denote conditioned retrieval cost ŝcond as the

minimal retrieval cost ŝ obtained at the optimal taxonom-

ical level de that minimizes retrieval error ê: Conditioned

performance ratio ŝcond=s expresses the conditioned

retrieval cost normalized by the retrieval cost s of a

Willshaw network for the same data.

Conversely, conditioned error rate êcond is defined as the

minimal error rate ê obtained at the optimal taxonomical

level ds that minimizes retrieval cost ŝ: Conditioned

accuracy ratio êcond=e expresses the conditioned error rate

normalized by the error rate e of a Willshaw network for

the same data.

Figure 14 presents the distribution of conditioned

accuracy ratio versus optimal performance ratio. Two foci

are observable in this distribution: one where ŝopt=s 	 0:3

and êopt=e 	 0 representing the best scenario where both

goals are optimized, and another where ŝopt=s 	 1 and

êopt=e 	 1 where no performance gain is possible, hence,

no error reduction is attempted.

On the other hand, Fig. 15 presents the distribution of

conditioned performance ratio versus optimal accuracy

ratio. Two foci are also easily distinguishable in this dis-

tribution: one where ŝopt=s 	 0:3 and êopt=e 	 0 repre-

senting the best scenario where both goals are optimized,

and another where ŝopt=s 	 1:2 and êopt=e 	 0:8 where a

modest error reduction is achievable at the expense of

additional retrieval costs.

Thus, our model allows two possible retrieval regimes.

By optimizing the taxonomical level of retrieval for per-

formance, one allows accuracy gains to emerge, whereas if

retrieval is tuned for accuracy, one accepts to incur on

additional retrieval costs if it yields any accuracy gain, no

matter how small.

Discussion

Motivated by biophysical and psychological evidence from

cognitive studies of categorization, we have developed a

taxonomical associative memory model that employs

Willshaw nets at its core. These nets, while computation-

ally simple, provide a mechanism of synaptic plasticity that

is biologically sound.

We have shown that in a hierarchical configuration of

associative networks with taxonomical semantics, learned

patterns can be retrieved progressively while producing

descriptions of superordinate concepts. Moreover, alike the

hierarchical retrieval prescription described in Sacramento

and Wichert [1], our taxonomical model yields a perfor-

mance improvement over the original Willshaw network.

We have also found that in a high memory load regime,

while a simple Willshaw network tuned for pattern com-

pletion (global threshold H ¼ j~xj) produces add-errors, our

model (configured with the same H) is able to reduce these

errors. Our model employs compressed associative net-

works which improve the performance (neural firings) and

accuracy (denoising) of retrieval at an uncompressed

associative network under heavy load.

We have observed that the optimal taxonomical level

Ropt, that is, the number of cell assemblies to activate

during retrieval, is dependent on the optimization goal.

Whether we optimize for performance or accuracy, gains

are observed for the majority of recalled traces. Further-

more, we observed that certain memory traces can be
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Fig. 13 Distribution of average performance and accuracy gain of a

taxonomical memory for random versus correlated patterns over 100

trials
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Fig. 14 Distribution of average accuracy versus performance ratios

at optimal level ds over 1,000 trials with correlated data
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retrieved with higher accuracy if we allow a penalty on

performance by recruiting auxiliary assemblies for the

progressive retrieval task.

These simulations are consistent with the idea that

cognitive economies reward semantic organization of the

data, and support the notion that increased neural activation

yields increased precision of recall.

As in most of the classical associative memory models

(e.g., [11, 74]) that rely on Hebbian processes, in our

model, the interplay of accuracy and performance depends

on the correlational structure of the data. We have included

a non-local preprocessing step where a clustering process

decorrelates the data and produces a taxonomic cluster-tree

of variable shape (namely branching factor and heights)

whose semantic groups are then encoded in a set of asso-

ciative nets.

We hypothesize that the nature of the correlations in the

input data (controlled by a set of parameters in the case of

the artificial dataset of ‘‘Random Correlated Data’’) and the

structure of the taxonomy resulting from the clustering

process influence the denoising phenomena.

Biological Fidelity and Implications

We extended a theoretical model of hierarchical associative

memory in an attempt to model psychological phenomena

regarding the cognitive economies provided by taxonomic

organization of semantic knowledge. We predict that dif-

ferent cell assemblies may correspond to different con-

ceptual hierarchies and may be located at different brain

regions. The hierarchical process of categorization would

correspond to the sequential activation of different

assemblies in different regions, progressively obtaining a

refined resolution memory trace. This process of hierarchic

retrieval by progressive categorization (generic-special-

ization IS-A relationships) could also be related to synfire

chain theory [82, 83] which has been suggested to explain

hierarchic organization of semantic knowledge for com-

position processes (whole-part HAS-A relationships) [84].

Imaging studies provide hints on cortical activation

during categorization (e.g., within-category similarity is

associated with the fusiform gyrus); however, it is still not

completely clear how factors such as stimulus modality,

inference, and contextual mechanisms are integrated.

Given the fact that these factors are out of the scope of our

model, it would be difficult to provide a solid link to

experimental studies on these matters; thus, we refrain

from speculation on neuronal localization.

Generalization and Priming

Although category membership is determined by the clus-

tering process, we chose to code overlapping feature-set

partitions to reduce learning time (see Appendix A). An

interesting byproduct of this minor optimization is that pat-

terns that were not clustered and that only share features of

overlapping partitions may be associated with more than one

category at every level, and yet, this coding aids in retrieval

processing. The exploitation of overlapping feature-set

partitions could be an avenue for future work allowing for

fuzzy categorization, and these dynamics could account for

uncertain categorization and priming phenomena.

Priming during retrieval could be modeled with a heu-

ristic function estimating frequency of a category as pro-

posed in earlier work [26]. This function would work as a

reinforcement learning mechanism by strengthening links

between categories on the basis of a smaller measure of

error of the retrieval process when deciding between cat-

egories. After successive recall attempts, the categories

which are primed at every taxonomical level take prece-

dence whenever there is uncertainty regarding the catego-

rization of an item.

Storage Efficiency

Our progressive retrieval prescription allows error reduc-

tion in overloaded memories while producing descriptions

of progressively specific superordinate concepts. To

achieve this, we have introduced complexity into the model

which is in stark contrast with the biological perspective.

The added functionality implies an overhead in storage

costs that, while negligible in a computer, represent a

number of additional synaptic contacts organized in an

unorthodox and simplistic topology considering what is

known of the neuronal organization of the mammalian brain.

To allow the possibility of halting the retrieval process at

any taxonomical rank, we must preserve, for every cluster, a

feature-set describing the union of features of all its elements

UðCpÞ; and to allow the description of the respective

superordinate concept, we must also keep a feature-set

describing the intersection of said features IðCpÞ.
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Fig. 15 Distribution of average accuracy versus performance ratios

at optimal level de over 1,000 trials with correlated data
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Can this information be otherwise efficiently coded or

economically stored? A possibility would be to use a

recurrent auto-associative network for each cluster

Cp, configured as an oscillator with two fixed attractor

states: UðCpÞ and IðCpÞ [14]. If we are able to reduce the

number of clusters formed during learning and increase the

number of elements per cluster, we could model hierar-

chical concept formation with a biologically plausible

hierarchy of oscillator networks. To reduce the number of

oscillators needed, we shall exploit the heights of the

hierarchical clustering to flatten the taxonomy and thus

produce less clusters containing more elements.

Online Learning

An important aspect of our model that is at odds with the

biological angle is the clustering procedure applied at the

learning stage to elicit correlations in the data. This process

is done in batch, and the resulting taxonomy is only valid

for the set of patterns fed to the clustering. To make this

step biologically sound, a similar procedure must be used

which is both distributed—that is, works with local rules as

expected of a cell assembly—and on-line—that is, deals

with continuous input, and iteratively adjusts the taxo-

nomical tree. Study of diverse learning models could lead

to a neural mechanism able to efficiently code input data

with hierarchical correlations, yielding a distributed, local

and sparse taxonomical code. We propose avenues of

research on this topic and a commentary on related models.

To enable our model for continuous learning, it must be

extended with some capability for generalization and self-

organization of categories. More specifically, we must

abandon our bottom-up agglomerative approach in favor of

a continuous statistical process of coincidence detection

designed to extract prototypes from an open flow of

examples and to arrange these prototypes in a hierarchical

fashion.

Such a generalization system could be based on a

competitive learning Hebbian rule, for example, winner-

take-all, in the manner of Kohonen’s self-organizing maps

[63].

Alternatively, another competitive strategy would

employ a sparse coding scheme alike Foldiak’s cell

assembly models which use anti-Hebbian learning [85] to

code sparse representations where statistical dependencies

present in the input layer are reduced, that is, such system

proposes to code objects as groups of highly correlated sets

of components that are relatively independent from other

such groups; this maps nicely to our notions of within-

category feature sharedness versus inter-category feature

distinctiveness. Investigation into the stacking of such

layers would be required to assess the possibility of

building a hierarchy of decorrelation mechanisms to act as

our taxonomic tree.

Finally, an interesting proposal would be to base this

system on palimpsest models of slow learning [86]. These

models feature discrete synapses and have been shown to

produce prototypes given a continuous stream of exem-

plars. Moreover, in this type of model, the prototypes are

continuously adjusted as traces of older exemplars are

forgotten.

Independently of the direction taken to achieve a bio-

logically sound learning mechanism based on prototype

extraction, a major challenge relies in the integration of

said mechanism in our model. The produced prototypes

(representing categories) must be generated in a way such

that their semantic aggregates (i.e., the Boolean sum pat-

terns) overlap at a minimum in order to maintain the fil-

tering capabilities of our model that allow for error

reduction and performance improvement.

Technical Improvements

Aside from the semantic aspects of the taxonomical model,

we have shown how it improves on technical aspects of a

simple associative memory; namely by its error-reducing

capabilities for a regime of high memory load and mod-

erate sparseness (cf. load tolerance of a Willshaw network).

However, associative memory models are specially inter-

esting for their resilience to input distortion, namely miss-

noise. In an auto-associative setup, if a sparse requirement

is met, these memories perform efficient pattern comple-

tion. On the other hand, add-noise is more problematic.

The grandmother coding inherent to our model is particu-

larly susceptible to add-noise as it is a very simple code.

The resilience of the taxonomical associative memory to

input distortion can be improved in regard to both miss-

noise and add-noise by adding redundancy to the grand-

mother coding.

For a comprehensive study of storage capacity, our

model should be further tested with more complex learning

rules such as the covariance rule [87–89] or the more recent

optimal Bayesian rule [90], which demand a weaker sparse

requirement from the data and allow higher memory load.

On another note, as reviewed in ‘‘Mental Representa-

tions’’, several studies have been conducted [75, 77–79] on

the capabilities of saturated Hopfield networks to general-

ize concepts by pattern completion if enough exemplars of

a concept were previously learned. These models employ

learning rules which demand prior knowledge of the cor-

relational structure in the data, whereas our model works

independently of this structure. Nevertheless, our taxo-

nomical model should be further analyzed in comparison

with these categorization by generalization models.
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Appendix: Cluster Membership Heuristic

After the preprocessing step where elements are clustered,

learning of item–category membership associations is

performed at every taxonomical rank by an associative net.

To determine the cluster Cp that contains a certain item x at

a certain taxonomical rank, we could simply refer to our

cluster-tree.

Alternatively, drawing inspiration from the fixed-points

of the oscillator model presented in [14], we propose a

heuristic to test whether an element belongs to a cluster

which warrants no false negatives (which would impair

accuracy). This approach reduces lookup costs in the

computational setting and provides a hint of how the model

could generalize learning while leveraging a symbolic

preprocessing step.

We use a convenient short-hand representation of a

cluster, the Boolean sum pattern UðCpÞ; previously pre-

sented in eq. 20, that describes the feature-set containing

every feature which is present in at least one element of Cp.

Once again we turn to our simple fruit taxonomy to illus-

trate. Table 9 shows these feature-sets UðCpÞ for each non-

single-element cluster. For a single-element cluster, this

feature-set is given by that very element.

These feature-sets are analogous to the extension of the

Boolean OR aggregates in the prime model. Note, how-

ever, that unlike the prime model, the content space is not

partitioned, that is, the divisions are possibly overlapping.

Thus, in our model, two contrasting feature-sets (at the

same taxonomical level) may have a nonzero intersection.

For instance, in our illustrative taxonomy of fruits (refer to

Table 9), we have C2 \ C3 ¼ {sweet, round}.

Given the requirement that we produce no false nega-

tives when pruning from one network to the next, we

defined our pattern versus cluster matching heuristic to

require a single shared feature between a pattern x and a

cluster description UðCpÞ to associate a pattern with said

cluster Cp.

We exploit the binary structure of the taxonomical tree,

testing always cluster pairs. Alike a binary search proce-

dure, when we are checking at which clusters an element xl

belongs, if we have determined that at a given level xl 2
Ca ^ xl 62 Cb; we may at deeper levels disregard the

descendants of Cb.

This approach carries a trade-off: it produces false

positives. Consider, for instance, the definition of apple in

our fruit taxonomy (refer to Table 1 and the feature-sets of

C2 and C3 in Table 9). According to our heuristic, we

cannot determine which of these clusters contain the pat-

tern (both produce feature matches); however, at deeper

levels, this uncertainty of ‘‘taxonomical location’’

decreases.

For an illustration of the side-effects of this method,

consider Table 10 depicting item–category associations for

the fruit taxonomy where cluster codes are approximated

with the heuristic here described. Given the compact and

dense feature space of this dataset, and the fact it produces

a taxonomy that is not very deep, overlaps in feature-

unions are plenty and reduction in uncertainty is minimal.
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